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Tool cleaning machines
Cleaning of tools that are soiled with hydrocarbons 
such as oils and greases.

Machines for cleaning paint brushes and painting accessories
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Cleaning machines
Manual cleaning (solvent-based)
The Top Cleaner/Raviol is a piece of equipment for 
manual cleaning:
· Tools soiled with hydrocarbons or;
· Paint brushes and painting accessories.
The solution used is solvent-based.

The machine consists of a brush-cleaning tank 
through which the washing liquid is recirculated. 
They have a compressed air gun for drying the tool.
The Top Cleaner can be electric or pneumatic.
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Cleaning machines
Manual cleaning (water-based)
The Exagon/Vesuvio is a piece of equipment for 
manual cleaning:
· Tools soiled with hydrocarbons;
· Paint brushes and painting accessories.
The solutions used are exclusively alkaline wa-
ter-based and run hot.

The machine consists of a brush-cleaning tank 
through which the washing liquid is recirculated. 
They have a compressed air gun for drying the tool.

High Pressure (water based)
High Pressure is an effective option for cleaning tools 
using a water-based solution at high pressure. The 
solution can reach 60°C and with a water jet that 
makes cleaning more efficient and faster.
It is a piece of equipment with a stainless steel 
structure, 220V power supply, it has an air gun for final 
drying of the tools, it can support up to 40kg, operates 
between 6-10 bar, tank capacity of 90L with product 
recirculation filtration.

 
Ultrasonic (water based)
This type of equipment is used for detailed cleaning 
with guaranteed effective automatic washing in tools 
with cavities or difficult access.
It is an automatic machine with a basket for 
immersion of the tools which can vary in its tank 
capacity (80L/180L/300L) according to the needs of 
each home.
It has a stainless steel structure, 380W power 
supply, immersion basket, regulation of the 
temperature and final drying by air hose.
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Paint brush and painting accessory cleaning 
machines - Automatic washing
Ecopaint is a piece of equipment for automatic and 
manual cleaning of paint guns and painting 
accessories. Operates on solvent base or via an 
alkaline water-based solution and is therefore 
suitable for solvent or water-based guns

Equipment features:
· Stainless steel frame;
· Pneumatic pump;
· Compressed air drying brush;
· Cleansolution in closed circuit;
· Washing base with a tank for automatic
washing operations.

Tool cleaning machines Automatic
(water based) washing
The Washer is a piece of equipment for automatic 
washing of tools soiled with hydrocarbons such as 
oils and fats. It works exclusively with alkaline wa-
ter-based detergent.

Equipment features:
· Automatic hot wash with alkaline-based detergent;
· Stainless steel frame;
· Cut-off sensor that shuts down motors whenever 
the lid is opened;
· Three-phase current;
· Control panel for general conditions (basket rota-
tion, thermostat, resistor)
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General
Carmona – Azeitão
Monte dos Bijagós – Brejos de Azeitão
2925-201 Azeitão
Telefone: 212 197 250
geral@carmona.pt
comercial@carmona.pt

Carmona - Ovar
R. de Moçambique, Lote 30
3880-106 OVAR
Telf: +351 256 579 330 
geral@carmona.pt
comercial@carmona.pt

 


